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I was born in 1992—the year of the Monkey—in a hospital near Dartmouth where my 
father studied as a graduate student. Despite being the first member of my family born in the 
United States, my zodiac year was still celebrated with the usual traditional gifts presented to 
newborns in China—namely jade amulets, golden bangles, and protective charms blessed by 
Buddhist monks. All, of course, were monkey-themed. 
 
That was certainly not the only connection I had to my family’s homeland. Growing up 
in Hanover, NH, I learned Chinese as my first language, listened avidly to my grandmother’s 
retellings of fantastical folklore, and insisted on eating the meals that my grandfather had learned 
to make while serving in the Red Army.    
 
I would also spend hours watching “Xi You Ji” (“Journey to the West”), a popular 
television series that had first aired only a few years earlier in 1988. The first season of the show, 
which had a total of 25 episodes, covered the first 74 chapters of the classic, epic novel of the 
same name attributed to Wu Cheng’en during the Ming Dynasty. The story follows the 
pilgrimage of the monk Xuanzang who travels to India to retrieve Buddhist sutras. Along the 
way, Xuanzang is protected by four disciples—Sun Wukong (a monkey king), Zhu Bajie (a pig 
demon), Sha Wujing (a sand devil), and the dragon prince Yulong (often incarnated as a white 
horse)—who all must fight off evil monsters in this holy quest to atone for their past sins.     
 
Like many other Chinese children, I was captivated in particular by the character of Sun 
Wukong, the monkey king with marvelous powers, as he defeated various man-eating demons 
and seductive, evil enchantresses. Indeed, he often seemed to dominate scenes and storylines with 
his brash, humorous, and brave personality. I was one of his devotees—a little monkey follower 
too. 
 
When the second season aired in 2000, I naturally picked up the series again. Older, but 
no less charmed by the characters, I remember feeling indignant at the way Xuanzang often 
treated the Sun Wukong more like an indentured servant, rather than a heroic and courageous 
companion. When Sun Wukong first agreed to accompany Xuanzang to India, Bodhisattva 
Guanyin had tricked him into placing a magic golden band around his head. This golden band, 
impossible to remove, could magically tighten around Sun Wukong’s head, according to 
Xuanzang’s wishes, and cause him incredible pain. Despite all the good that the monkey king was 
now doing, Xuanzang would inevitably punish him with this method in an attempt to control his 
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mischievous and wild nature. The punishments always seemed to me rather cruel and 
unnecessary.  
 
How could the monkey king, with his indomitable spirit, submit so meekly to Xuanzang? 
Was it, in fact, right and just for him to endure such punishments?  
 
 In the novel, Wu Cheng’en presents two poems after Buddha first subdues Sun Wukong 
and imprisons him underneath a mountain. Together, they seem to pass conflicting judgments on 
the monkey king’s character and fate. The first one is as follows: 
 
The brash, baneful monkey in revolt against Heaven 
Is brought to submission by Tathagata. 
He drinks melted copper to endure the seasons, 
And feeds on iron pellets to pass the time. 
Tried by this bitter misfortune sent from the Sky, 
He’s glad to be living, though in a piteous lot. 
If this hero is allowed to struggle anew, 
He’ll serve Buddha in future and go to the West.1 
 
As for the second poem: 
 
Prideful of his power once the time was ripe, 
He tamed dragon and tiger, flaunting wily might. 
Stealing peaches and wine, he roamed Heaven’s House. 
He found trust and grace in the City of Jade. 
He’s now bound, for his evil’s full to the brim. 
By good stock unfailing his breath will rise again. 
If he’s indeed to flee Tathagata’s hands, 
He must await from Tang court the holy monk.2  
 
Who was the monkey king, really? Wu Cheng’en’s two poems seemed to invite readers to 
answer that question for themselves.  
 
In my adaptation, I strive to explore and develop the psychological journey of the Sun 
Wukong in a manner that not only remains faithful to the text, but is also convincing and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1	  Wu, Cheng’en. The Journey to the West. Trans. Anthony C. Yu. Chicago: U of Chicago, 1977. 200. 
Print.	   2	  Wu, Cheng’en. The Journey to the West. Trans. Anthony C. Yu. Chicago: U of Chicago, 1977. 200. 
Print.	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compelling to young readers who may empathize with the monkey king’s ambition, rebellious 
nature, and desire for freedom. Although Journey to the West is an epic tale with a large cast of 
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A FEW NOTES ON THE TEXT 	  	  	  
Journey to the West, attributed to the author Wu Cheng’en, was first compiled in 1592 
during the Ming Dynasty. One of the four great classics of Chinese literature, the novel was 
inspired by the historical pilgrimage of the Buddhist monk Xuanzang who traveled to India in 
629 to retrieve holy sutras to bring back to China. In Wu Cheng’en’s epic novel, Xuanzang’s 
journey is fraught with supernatural dangers—monsters and demons who falsely believe that 
eating his flesh and heart will bring both immortality and redemption. In order to protect him, 
Buddha and Guanyin Pusa, the Bodhisattva of Mercy, arrange for Xuanzang to be accompanied 
by four companions—the monkey king Sun Wukong, the pig demon Zhu Bajie, the sand devil 
Sha Wujing, and the dragon prince Yulong. At the end of their journey, Xuanzang and his 
companions triumphantly return to China with the sutras and are rewarded by Heaven for their 
efforts. My adaptation of this classic tale refers only to the first few chapters of the novel, which 
relate Sun Wukong’s birth, attainment of his powers, rise to prominence, encounter with 


























PART ONE In which the Monkey King is dragged down to the underworld and 
fights his way back to life. To keep a closer watch on the troublemaker, the Jade 
Emperor gives the monkey a post in Heaven.  	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Even when the fetchers of the dead came for him, he was unafraid. Despite not knowing what he 
would encounter beyond the city walls of King Yan’s daedal underworld, he broke free of his 
bonds and smashed through the iron gates.  
 
In the World of Darkness, the Ten Judges sat in their palaces, watching the spirits of the dead 
come and go through the subways of the world. The Ten Judges sat in their palaces, growing fat 
from all the criminals.  
 
Ox-Head and Horse-Face, the guardians of the gate, rushed through the city to give their report 
of the soul that had freed itself. Their shouts skittered like firecrackers in the night. 	  
Stunning din. He plucked the golden staff out of his ear and swung it through the air, fracturing 
the city of death.  
 
The sound blew the Ten Judges out of their palaces, where they tumbled before this fur-
thickened creature. They handed over what was demanded of them—that colossal leaf: 
 
The Register of Life and Death, more thicket than book. In it, he found the names of all the 
creatures that would live and die. In the category of Monkey, under Soul No. 1350, he found his 
own—Sun Wukong.  
 
He blotted out his name, and the names of the other monkeys. Horsehair brush. India ink. Its 
glutinous black snuffing out each character. 
 
Behind him rose the city of Death. As he searched through the slow fog, a clump of grass seemed 
to sprout underneath his feet. The fluorescence of new life buoyant, and tripping—  
  
When he awoke, he was home again, on the Mountain of Fruit and Flowers. Reaching his ears, 
the sound of water-luminous running down the rock face.  
 
“I have freed us,” he told his brothers, “from death. We won’t answer to those idiots 
underground anymore. Why should we subject our bodies to their rules?”  
 
(What fools were they to believe the universe could be ordered! They thought they held the 
wooden frames of a loom between their hands—weaving the beginning and ends of lives.)  
 
Bright felicity! In the spicy forests, he celebrated with the monkeys and other beast-kings. They 
feasted well, stuffing the cavities of their bodies with nectarines heavy and ripe like wet stones.  
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“All things,” said Bodhisattva Dizang, “are in constant cycle. Life digesting life. Brother corpse, 
for the corpse-eater. It is god-nature who turns the wheel. A vehicle one cannot simply leave.”  
 
From the blue Vault of Heaven, the Jade Emperor surveyed the Middle Kingdom and all its 
treasures. His wide iris sharpening like the eye of a telescope, magnifying and resolving at turns.  
 
“Who has dared cross back from the Land of the Dead? Reveal to me the string of his existence—
how it twists, and turns; how it begins, and begins anew. When was he born, and whom does he 
call his mother, and his father?”  
 
“The stone,” replied the Great White Planet. “That fertile rock that stood on the peak of the 
Mountain of Fruit and Flowers, balancing away the years since Creation. He is the son of all that 
knowledge, which collected in the stone drop by drop, pulling itself into the shape of an egg.” 
  
The Jade Emperor remembered that egg, pulling the memory from the cabinets of his mind. 
When wind met that uncanny aggregation, it split the stone shell open, dispelling its viscous jelly.  
 
At the break, light shot out. The hard rays burst forth like twinning suns from the infant’s eyes, 
disarming the obscurity of heaven and all its residents.  
 
Far-Seeing Eye and On-the-Wind Ear had sought out the source of that audacious light. But as 
the stone monkey began to eat and drink, the light began to soften, sifting through the empty 
spaces of the forest. Bright leaf to 
 
bright leaf. Infinite tessellation pressed upon the mountain—the giant root. Light passed from 
plant to animal, falling precisely into each specimen. Mossy antler. Nine-tailed fox. Tiger’s eye.  
 
As the golden light faded, so did their interest. There was nothing remarkable about him or his 
home after all. The two spymasters withdrew into the flat plain of Heaven.      
 
“Lenience,” now advised the Great White Planet, “is the greatest virtue of any ruler. Give him an 
office in Heaven where he will be kept under your eye and your thumb.”   
 
Pleased, the Jade Emperor said, “He will come into the garden of Heaven, where all things reside 
in ordered harmony. We shall give him a minor title to call his own, and enfold him within our 
thousand-armed mercy.”  
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Leaving by the Southern Gate, the Great White Planet made his way to the Mountain of Fruit 
and Flowers by cloud-travel. On his back, he carried the divine edict, which enveloped him as a 
shell envelops a tortoise.  
 
The Great White Planet landed before a waterfall, which hung from the mountain face like a 
sheet of impenetrable light. Over the sound of the water, he could hear the simian shrieks, the 
tigers and the bears. Beyond it, was the cave where the Monkey King held his court.  
 
In the Water Curtain Cave, the Monkey King sat on his sunless throne. Around him, the 
stalagmites bloomed in little clusters, vegetating stone from stone. This was his home. 
 
Womb of the rocks. Creation pulsed through its veins of water, spreading out like the branches of 
a granite tree, or leaf. Nowhere else did he feel more alive.  
 
“Strange Immortal,” said the Great White Planet, greeting the Monkey King respectfully, “there 
is a place in Heaven even for you. Accept our invitation and join us as our kin.”  
 
“Keep my house for me, brothers and sons,” said Sun Wukong. “When the time comes, I will 
bring you up to live with me in Heaven. There, where we shall make our new home.” 
 
Turning his face to the sky, the Monkey King felt the brisk air on his cheek. They traveled up 
towards Heaven upon a breath of wind, leaving the island far below. The coldness of it all 
unmooring him.  	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PART TWO In which Sun Wukong gets a job in Heaven watching over the 
horses in the Imperial Stables. Upon realizing the lowliness of his position, he 
abandons his post and returns to Earth. 	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Somersaulting cloud to cloud, Sun Wukong sped upwards through successive layers of the 
atmosphere, feeling the grasp of living things recede. He raced through the stratosphere, passed 
through the mesosphere, dodging the star-rocks that burned and burned— 
 
He burned away with them, the weighty matter of his body dropping away as he propelled 
through space. In the darkness, he was nothing but a mind.  
 
Below, Earth continued to turn in its allotted sphere, surrounded, as it was, by the jealous fist of 
Heaven. Light tumbled off that prismatic marble—as if it had wings.  
 
He floated on, crossing over that subtle seam where Heaven meets Earth. When he made to enter 
the gate, he found his way barred by Mo-Li Hung—King of the Southern Sky.  
 
“Who are you, that dares to enter these fragrant gates?” asked the red-faced god, brandishing his 
mercurial sword. “And why have you come to Heaven? The stink of the Earth clings to you 
still.” 
 
Mo-Li Hung had visited Earth but once before, and the smell still haunted him. After all these 
years, he could remember the scent of: aspens rotting where they stood, sun congealing upon a 
lake, sticky damp feathers of newborn things.   
 
There was no dwelling on such things for him. Thoughts like those only led him through the 
mazy pathways of the soul where, at the liminal space between revulsion and attraction, he found 
desire.  
 
But there would be no home for him on Heaven or on Earth. He was ruler of the gate, 
inhabitant of the in-between. What use was such nomadic longing for him—passing through the 
fat arteries of his heart?   
 
“My name is Sun Wukong, King of the Rock and the Mountain. Haven’t you heard my name 
echoing throughout the universe, bouncing as light from star to star?”   
 
At the god’s denial, fury sprang up like an aureole of flames within Sun Wukong. How dare the 
Great White Planet play such tricks on him, speaking false promises of home and fold! Above all, 
he hated words without meaning.  
 
Turning away, he faced homeward, standing at the edge of Heaven. If this was Heaven, then he 
wanted no part of it. Better to be a king on Earth, than a fool in Heaven. Of the many rocks in 
the universe, at least there, he could call one of them his own.  
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“Misunderstanding,” said the Great White Planet, alighting down, “is a natural process. Only by 
reinterpreting our interpretations, can we reach true understanding.”  
 
Guiding the Monkey King back towards Heaven, they entered the gate without any more 
trouble. The Great White Planet turned to the Monkey King, saying calmly, “Now, they shall 
know you as one of our own, and you may pass like a free man.” 
 
Heaven—was heaven indeed. All things appeared as through a trembling veil of light. Even the 
rocks were candied, glittering things—jade vase, agate fan, jasper jug.  
 
This was the realm of the Immortals who neither lived nor died, existing as they did in their flat 
plane, not dissimilar to the horizon line, which stretched farther out, beyond the eye’s limited 
comprehension… 
 
They paced slowly through eighty halls and palaces, each holding within itself a heart-thicket of 
incense and buffalo skin drums. Through the sticks of burning sandalwood, the tangu wove its 
primal syllables.  
 
Billowing around them were Immortals in their little curled slippers. They too were heading 
towards the Hall of Miraculous Mist, to pay their respects to the Jade Emperor.  
 
Deep inside the throne room, from behind a pale curtain, charged a voice like a radiant 
horseman. “Which one of you is that demon who has overturned order in the underworld?” 
 
“I am,” said Sun Wukong, straightening his spine. The movement set golden fur rippling down 
his back.    
 
“We shall forgive his transgressions, and give him an office here. Accept your title, Guardian of 
the Horses in the Imperial Stables.”   
 
Led to his post, the Monkey King was shown the stables, full of tumbled light and hay. He looked 
askance at the silk robes thrust upon him. 
 
He had worn clothes before, in the human city of Nanjing with its watery heat, and elsewhere. 
What use were they, lashed and knotted against the body? 
 
In the mountains, he was free. Free to dip his face into the wind—his body a ledge, a raw edge 
against nature.  
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Free, as the horses were. All day, he watched them race down the fields: Spring-Chaser, Faster-
Than-Light, Grasshopper.  
 
They drowned themselves in the tall grasses, falling, then rising again, as if they were hauling a 
great ship on their backs. Most days he joined them diving into the land—a swell. 
 
Cord neck. Flint flank. Raw paw. They moved together as one piece of skin.  
 
Why hang on to anything? The reins, 
the stirrup, the saddle, the bony wither. 
Only the press of your inner slice of thigh  
against his flank will keep you in line 
as you learn, for the first time in your life, 
how to move with another creature. 
 
Each day grew out of another. Without the seam of morning and night, time extended like a 
philosophical ladder, rung after rung, marked only by the hourly calling of bells. 
 
On the evening of the twelfth day, the monkey king celebrated his rise to heaven. His workers 
spread out a feast onto the fields and rolled out heavy quilts of silk. 
 
As they ate, they watched the movements of the field with interest: the trees thrumming with 
cicadas, the loosening of horses into the wind.  
 
"Speak," demanded the monkey king, "of my position. Who I am and how I fit into the 
clockwork of heaven. How is the Protector of Horses viewed within the strata here?” 
 
“Why talk of such things?” asked Officer Tan. “Honor is a fluid thing, passing on from son to 
stranger. If you seek Heaven's favor, you will be seeking it forever.” 
 
“You misunderstand me,” said Sun Wukong. “What use have I for honor or favor? I want power 
over others—to possess their lives as I posses my own. Life upon life, so that I feel alive.” 
 
“Then you should be the Emperor of Heaven,” said the official. “For he holds the most lives in 
his hands, and you none at all—not even the horses, those few strands of wind.”   
 
“I none at all?” asked the monkey king. “What do you mean by that?” He raised himself out of 
the fields, inflated with anger. 
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“Yours is the humblest of positions here, though not lowliest. There is no shame protecting 
others.” 
 
“It is shameful,” said the monkey king, “when I have no respect.” Turning away, he faced 
homeward, standing at the edge of Heaven. If this was Heaven, then he wanted no part of it.  
 
Mo Li Hung did not stop him from leaving. He watched the monkey king burn his way past the 
southern gate and through the darkness, like the candle that slaughters the night. 	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PART THREE In which the Monkey King returns to his kingdom after twelve 
years in Heaven. He calls himself the Great Sage Equalling Heaven and fights 
the Jade Emperor’s soldiers who come down to challenge him. The Jade 
Emperor is advised to show mercy and enfold the monkey once again into 
Heaven.  	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Lithos to the lithosphere. Colliding against the hardness of the mountain was a goodness he had 
not found in Heaven. 
 
While the dust settled back into its little pockets of earth, he listened for the sounds of the other 
climbers. Their playful chatter darting from tree to tree—the ricochet of their cries between the 
carousel of starlight.   
 
No sound now. Not even the chuckling of the white-throated kingfisher could be heard. Its 
crabby banks were silent.  
 
He picked his way through the hardness of the night, and found himself flinching back. This, he 
had not expected. Where— 
 
were the others?  
 
Where was the old tortoise that nested in those rocks? The rotting sweetgum tree that still gave 
off resin? Only the nightworms remained.   
 
The clearing before the waterfall was quiet, as it never had been under his watch. The curve of 
the ground was a dark bowl, filling with water.  
 
Jumping up onto a ledge, Sun Wukong dove at the mountainside, through the thick curtain of 
water. Inside the cave, there was hardly a splinter of color—only an old monkey, blurry with age, 
crouching by the throne.  
 
“For years,” he said, “I have been waiting. All the rest have hazarded their way across the island, 
but I have stayed to call them back.”  
 
“Years,” echoed the monkey king. “How can years have gone by as days?” He took his seat again 
in the belly of the cave: stonemaster in the moth-eaten night.  
 
Overnight, the rain will stop. In the morning’s uncertain landscape,  
the distinct calls of the others will cut across the mist.  
His will be among the first. Thrown out over the island like a net,  
pulling all their voices together. They will come to him again, 
leaving the pits where they have been digging for chalk  
and other clays to eat. 
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Dawn—rising sun. Morning gathered the many island-crawlers who had heeded his call, and 
come. They filled the clearing like native vine reclaiming the ground.  
 
Voices piling on voices: a trigger of voltage. Amidst their clamor, the monkey king regained his 
footing. 
 
“I have returned to you,” he said, “and found my way back through the gulf of Heaven. I have 
burned through their veils and their lies. I have returned home.” 
  
“Don’t go back,” said the others, “if they’ve shamed you up there. You belong on Earth, here, 
where we have made you our king.” 
 
“Indeed,” said a devil lord, “you are equal to the greatest in Heaven. Why be a stable boy when 
you are the Great Sage Equalling Heaven?” 
 
At the words, Sun Wukong felt a familiar hunger twisting wetly in his belly. Great Sage Equalling 
Heaven. He spoke the words aloud, and he was. 
 
Banners, raised into the air. The flutter of their fabric was a ripple throughout space, vibrating his 
name through infinite wavelengths.  
 
Buddha felt  
the shift in being  
like a stirring  
in the matrix of beings.  
Everything changed. 
 
News reached the ears in Heaven. The Jade Emperor’s sereneness curdled at the monkey king’s 
new title. “Old stones,” he said, “belong on the ground, earthborn and earthbound.” 
 
His soldiers leapt down towards the planet in a rainfall of stars. Within hours, they established 
their camp on the Mountain of Fruit and Flowers, their numbers fermenting like yeast. 
 
The Heavenly General of Miracles was the first to go, cutting across the island with his ever-
spreading battle-axe. “Fight me, you stupid ape,” he challenged, “or else surrender to the mercy 
of Heaven.” 
 
Donning armor shot through with gold, Sun Wukong rose up against the challenge, drawing 
forth his fighting stick. He was equal to any cloud-walker. 
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They fought in the seconds between seconds, serpentine flashes arcing through the sky. They 
were: a binary star system approaching collision— 
 
—the moment was inescapable. When they emerged, the remnants of the fight fell away from 
them like a discarded shell.  
 
The general was disarmed. His axe split apart like a sweet melon around him. Fear made his soul 
pathless.    
 
“I ought to kill you,” said the monkey king, “but I need a messenger. Run back, and tell them all 
that I’m the Great Sage Equalling Heaven. If the Jade Emperor won’t acknowledge me, then I’ll 
go up there and knock him off his throne.” 
 
Why couldn’t they let him live, as he wished? He would show them what stone could do—the 
force of resistance in its solid sternum, its planar ribs.   
 
The General of Miracles slunk back to camp in a cloak of his own shame. He bowed before the 
thought of certain death.  
 
“Spare him his life,” said Prince Nezha, “defeat makes the soul young again. It brings the soul 
low, stripped of all its pretense.”  
 
“Let me try my hands against living stone,” he offered, “tempering that rock with my six 
heavenly swords. I will bring him what he desires: the shredding edge, the cutting fire.”  
 
Out of the dimness of the horizon, came the three-headed prince, like Cerberus emerging from 
the cave. His triptych shadow unfolded behind him.     
 
 Watch them pierce each other  
like wolves rending the night, 
peeling apart the moon in its orange-ripeness 
with teeth dulled on game and bone.  
Within the canvas of the darkness, there 
they feel alive. 
 
Striking a wicked blow upon his shoulder, Sun Wukong marked the prince with blood. The pain 
gripped his body, three-fold.   
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Fleeing back to camp, Prince Nezha knelt before King Li. “Your son,” he said, “has failed you.” 
He feared looking into his father’s face, which was an ever-widening tree leafed with eyes of 
disappointment.  
 
On the Mountain of Fruit and Flowers, the monkey king and his friends rattled with delight 
under the shade of a rocky overhang. “I’ve won again,” he declared, the words unfurling from his 
mouth. 
 
Flying back to the court of Heaven, King Li gave his brief report. “That demon’s defeated us all. 
We’ve lost our faces to shame.” 
 
“Send our soldiers down,” said the Jade Emperor, “as bullets tunneling through space. Burn the 
island down to a drifting pile of coal on the ocean.” 
 
“Mercy,” said the Great White Planet, “for the monkey. Tame him with your benevolence. Let 
him keep his wishful titles, and bring him back into the garden of Heaven.”  
 
“Mercy,” he said again, “will master even the hardest rock. It is a mountain in itself, made 
stronger through reinforcement.”  
 
“Mercy,” asked the Jade Emperor, “again? He has not yet felt the hardness of Heaven.” After a 
moment, he nodded once, the movement like a thawing of winter soil. 
 
Down to the little island on the sea. The Great White Planet made his way to Water Curtain 
Cave, his feet tilling the savage land where he walked.  
 
“The Jade Emperor acknowledges your title,” said the whiskered god, “on the condition that you 
return to Heaven as a gardener, guarding the peaches of everlasting life. Will you come?” 
 
“Yes,” breathed Sun Wukong, leaping upwards on his exhalation. The cries of the monkeys he 
left behind were driven away by the incandescent thought of power.  
 
One last time, then, into Heaven. The gates opened up for him like sexless Buddhas in the bloom 
of their knowing.  	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PART FOUR In which Sun Wukong is given a higher post in Heaven watching 
over the Peach Orchard. One evening, he invites his newly made friends over 
for a feast, and recounts the story of his birth and rise to power as the Monkey 
King. 	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Rows of trees were ordered in the Peach Orchard, as if contained by the hand of Le Nôtre 
himself. The gates enclosed their slow growth, their lactonic fragrance. 
 
Each peach was a heavy stone on the branch—still-ripening, as they had been for thousands of 
years. The glow of maturing life clung fuzzily to their thick skins. 
 
In the mornings, Sun Wukong walked freely through all the tiers of Heaven, cutting through 
them like a razor. He made friends quickly, and called them all by name.   
 
At night, he slept in the orchard, watching the planets slide wetly across the sky. Their trails of 
light-ripples wove the textile of the night.  
 
One evening, he threw a party, throwing the gates open like two wings in flight. Streaming in 
through the door, gods and goddesses tumbled upon the tables of food. 
 
Red paper lanterns looped through the darkness. Light snaked its warm filaments through the 
filmy cages.   
 
Out of the landscape of the night, stories rose like ghosts. From across the table, Lady Song-Zi 
caught the monkey king’s eye.  
 
“Is it true that you have no father and no mother?” she asked. “That you were born from rock 
itself?”  
 
“My life is my own,” he confirmed. “I am the eggstone I climbed out of. I am the rock that 
formed me.”   
 
“All things,” she said, “are part of the wheel of life. How can you say that you are sourceless, like 
a stream without its fountainhead?”   
 
“I’m not bound,” he snapped, “to any wheel. I’m not part of your Panopticon. I carved out my 
life from the stone.” 
 
He remembered what it had been like, inside that egg. Awareness came to him in slow degrees, 
until it was suddenly upon him.  
 
Light pulled him out of the stony cocoon like a fishing line. He felt pain dig at him with its little 
hooks.  
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“When I first opened my eyes,” he said, “I was standing on top of a mountain.” He had no fear at 
the height. Sensation came in Technicolor splashes.   
 
Standing at the crest of a blue granite cliff, he felt the wind scream against the rock. Below, bare 
rockface gave way to layers of green fog and vegetation. 
 
There came the damp scent of soil, like a wave, and, on its edges, a series of sharp, high calls. The 
discordant jumble appealed to him: a many-faceted bell. 
 
He scuttled down the mountain like a spider, hands grasping at—the earth—the trees—the short 
wiry grasses—where he could. The sound pulled at him, leashing to his neck. 
 
After a while, he noticed he had company. A dark, featureless shape walked beside him, sliding 
sinuously over the ground. 
 
“Who are you?” he asked the figure. The words expelled from his mouth startled him, like the 
welling up of blood he could not control. 
 
No answer came. The creature beside him remained silent. In the silence, he felt tenderness for 
this brother who had remained beside him.  
 
Descending into the forest, he could no longer hear the bright calls that had drawn him down. 
The wide gulf of trees extinguished light and sound.    
 
The worm of evening began to spin its dusky cocoon. Encased again in darkness, he lashed out in 
a bid for freedom.  
 
He did not want to return to the womb—that space of oppressive security. He would lose himself 
there, digested within the membrane. 
 
Clawing at the darkness, he felt for its seamlines. Where were the places that joined the night into 
a whole?   
 
He could find none. His companion had long disappeared, leaving him alone in the web of night. 
 
Exhaustion finally dropped him to the earth, still there—yes—still there with its fertile textures. 
He curled up against a boulder, holding onto it with his hands like a raft at sea, and went to sleep.  
 
 Dawn will come, scraping 
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 off the flesh of night  
from the morning, revealing 
its oily purples and pink 
iridescence—the interior of an abalone shell 
exposed and washed clean. 
 
“The next morning,” he told his guests, “I knew hunger.” The sensation consumed him, driving 
him to feed on the soil, the spotted leaves, the dry bark peeled off of trees. 
 
As he ate, he noticed that his friend had returned again, and was eating beside him. He was so 
pleased, he could not speak. 
 
Eating made him restless. He crawled along the ground, watching beetles in twos roll dung over 
the matted forest floor.  
 
He climbed up into the trees, swinging from branch to branch until his palms were tacky with 
sap. The branches were his stepping-stones across the sky.  
 
Soon enough, thirst gathered into an implacable ball in his throat. He found a stream, cutting 
through the forest.  
 
“I followed the stream for several days,” he said. “It looked to me like fluid light, passing across 
the land.”  
 
At night, he slept beside the water, the sound a murmuring comfort. When he heard it, he knew 
he was still free.  
 
Roaming over the forest, he could hear the magnetic shrieks and howls buzzing in and out of 
frequency. He listened carefully for their source, turning his head this way and that like a radio 
dial.  
 
Then, one day, he found them, playing in the water rapids. Bounding and leaping underneath the 
sun, they climbed over boulders, massive and slick with moss: tortoise shells rising out of the sea. 
 
Vibrating the fabric of the air, the band of monkeys savagely played. They turned to look at him 
with their mask-like faces, smiling Guy Fawkes smiles. 
 
Wave after wave of their hands descended upon him, tugging at his hair and face, pulling him 
away from the shore. “Who are you?” they asked, crowding and crowing at him.  
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He had no answer for them. “My brother and I heard your voices, and followed them here.” He 
gestured to his friend, steadfast-still beside him: unmoving stele.  
 
“Your brother?” sneered the monkeys. “That’s just your shadow! What a fool, to think there was 
another.”  
 
Shadow? He looked around him and saw all things anchored to earth by their shadows. He had 
been alone then, all this time?  
 
Well, he had been alone, and made it. Like a mountain-island on the sea, he had no need for 
another. 
 
Over the summer months, he learned how to be a monkey. When he saw his face in the water, it 
was a mirror of the others.  
 
They taught him to thieve from the egret’s nest—windblown and full of sticks high up in the 
trees. When the eggs were gone, they went after the lychee trees, stripping the branches bare. 
 
Peeling back the dusty pink rinds, they devoured the fruit by the ton. Where they came and 
went, they left behind piles of empty shells, littering the ground like blanks.  
 
They made their beds in the trees. His dreams perched themselves on the branches like little birds, 
flying off when morning came.  
 
While bathing in the silken shallows of the river, the monkeys decided to search out the source of 
the water. Swimming upstream, they stopped at last at the foot of a waterfall—liquid skyscraper.   
 
“Whoever can find the source of the waterfall and return again, will be our king!” shouted one 
monkey. The others took up this call, echo upon echo of their belief that one among them could 
be the best. 
 
“I’ll do it,” he said, leaping from the mass like a stray spark, a fiery seed. He climbed up the rocks 
beside the waterfall, and found it pouring from a spring,  
 
from a fissure in the mountain, a crack leading down to ocean, an arterial vein of sea water. He 
dove down, diving  
 
down through space that has been excavated  
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out of rock, your body strives for nothing but the point  
of contact, full immersion into the water  
where the only way to know the depth,  
is to feel it.  
 
Regaining his footing on stone, he found himself at the entrance of a cave, curtained off by the 
water. In front of him lay bridge made of iron, long softened by the rust into orange clay.  
 
Beyond the bridge rose a stone house, with space enough to live in and breathe. Minerals 
bloomed like kaleidoscopes around its front door.  
 
Someone had lived here, and made this home—made the windows quiet and the beds peaceful. 
The air had settled within it like old men in their familiar corners. 
 
Even the edges of the banquet table had been smoothed down. Each stone cup and plate had 
been polished through use and rubbed clean. 
 
At one end of the table was a massive throne. The stone seat loomed like the Angel of the North 
over the roads of the mind.   
 
Pushing aside the curtain of water, he leapt out of the cave and ran down the mountain. The 
other monkeys leaned towards him with baby-bird eyes, full of open-mouthed wanting. 
 
“I have found a home,” he said, “for us.” They followed him back like pilgrims on the road to 
Mecca. 
 
Marvel and joy—like a child’s first wondering at the world. All things seemed newly-made and 
first seen, tender to the gaze.  
 
“I am your king now,” he said to their upturned faces, darkened and muddied by the water. At 
once, they knelt before him—rows and rows of terracotta soldiers.   
 
The stone throne wrapped its grey body around his. It cradled the creature that sat within it—no 
longer a monkey, but a king. 
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PART FIVE In which the Monkey King realizes his own mortality, and decides 
to leave his kingdom to learn how to live forever. He floats for many days across 
the ocean until he reaches a continent of humans.  	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The years passed like tributaries running into the sea. One after another, without beginning or 
end: water joining water. 
 
From their stony palace, the monkeys ruled over the other beasts of the island. They feasted on 
the days and nights, devouring each candied moment.   
 
One day, the monkey king began to weep at the banquet table. The plates of food before him 
went cold, and lost their color. 
 
“Impossible,” said the monkey king, “to live like this forever. Death will split us from our 
happiness, as he splits us from life.” The sound of his tears was lost to the waterfall.  
 
Who could deny those words? The other monkeys shuddered with tears, which passed over all of 
them like the Great Wave off Kanagawa.    
 
“Considering death,” said one of the gibbons, “will lead you down an illuminated path. Those 
who reach enlightenment can deny the wheel, and live forever.” 
 
“Those lemniscate-beings,” continued the gibbon, “exist without beginning or end, like the 
steel-grey mountains of the earth, or its iron core.” 
  
“They are the Buddhas, Immortals, and Sages. They live in the caves as we do, high up in the 
mountains of the human world, where the air is thin and the flags are prayer-washed, star-
washed.”  
 
“Tomorrow, I shall go to the human world,” said the monkey king. “I’ll wrest the secret of 
immortality from their jaws and bring it back to you. We’ll live forever on this island—not as 
beasts, but gods.”  
 
To be gods, whose lives are not weathered away by life and death. Instead, they weather, like 
stones who do not lose themselves to wind or acid rain. 
 
That night, the monkey king chewed on the problem of his death in his dreams. The presence of 
the underworld pressed down upon him, grinding at him with its hard, cubist angles.    
 
He resolved to shatter the certainty of death. How could life be meant to end? The idea was so 
unknowable, it seemed false. 
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The old gibbon advised him to head southeast. The birds talked of a continent there, across the 
sea—a place that crawled with pale, hairless humans.      
 
Breaking down the old pines, he lashed the wood together into a sturdy raft. He laid down 
enough fruit and water to last for days. 
 
Many hands helped him carry the raft to the edge of the island, to where the water crusted the 
shoreline with salt. They laid it down through the mist that flocked into the early morning.   
 
Like the boat of Astolat, it floated out on top of the grey water. Simians lined up on the beach, 
sadness making their bodies blank. 
 
Push away from the shore  
with your stick of bamboo,  
slender and young enough to bend  
and spring back.  
 
The wind skipped his boat across the waves. They curled out of the ocean, curving horse-necked 
from the spray.  
 
Tangling with the sun and water, his little raft tossed on. Occasional glimpses of alien life pierced 
through the ocean crust: fish fin, whale tail, shark tooth. 
 
He tried his hand at catching fish, peering hungrily over the edge of the raft, watching for the 
gleam of silvered bodies. His teeth sunk easily into the milky-pink tissue.   
 
The sun was blinding during the day, relentless bulb expanding against the eye. He turned his face 
into the crook of his arm. 
 
The sky dims. Above,  
the stars wheel, bending their light 
down towards you, towards you. 
Underneath your ear, the ocean stirs— 
filled with song. 
 
At night, the ocean was filled with luminescent dust, swirling in the water. The raft passed silently 
through these fluid constellations: new Apollo  
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delving into an unknown world. The coldness of the night scrubbed his body clean of any 
warmth.  
 
He learned to love the soft cream of first light. The dawning sun slowly washed the night-chill 
away.  
 
Days would pass on his little island without encountering anyone. At times, he thought he’d 
already died— 
 
and this was death. 
 
One day, a massive earthen shadow appeared, slumping over the horizon line. Was this the 
continent that he had dreamed of?  
 
Nearing, he saw low, straw huts blooming like mushrooms along the shoreline. Farther inland, 
the city scraped against the sky with its scaly, red rooftops. 
 
Jumping into the shallows, he swam the rest of the way to land. The water burned against his 
skin. 
 
On the beach, the humans were digging for clams. They pried the wet stones from the places 
where they breathed.  
 
Seeing him crawling out of the sea, they fled, dropping their baskets and hacks. The pieces of 
their livelihood littered the sand like shells.   
 
He unraveled a bundle of clothes left behind. Lingering in the cotton was the shape of its previous 
owner, and his scent too. He put it on. 
 
Sizzling its colors and smells underneath the sun, the markets reeled him in. There, he learned to 
eat and speak, and steal like a human too.  
 
Passing through the towns and cities, he heard no mention of the immortals. Where were these 
gurus of life and death? 
 
“There are no wise men here,” he was told. “No Da Vinci or Hawking to make our universe 
larger. Look elsewhere for your teachers.” 
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Nine years across the continent. It was enough to learn the dips and peaks of the land, the spine 
grinding down his feet.  
 
Reaching the other side, he came upon the ocean once more.  Its landscape was a Rothko 
painting—resonating within the cathedral of the mind.  
 
Another boat then to take him across the sea. This time, only his own hand to sculpt a sailable 
beast to chew through the waves. 
 
The sea rolls out its candy-blue tongue  
before you. Hope rises  
like jellyfish ballooning their lingerie bodies  
to the surface. Overhead, the birds  
are flying your way too. 
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PART SIX In which the Monkey King finds his teacher across another sea and is 
given a new name. 
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“And where did you find your immortals?” asked Lady Song-Zi. “Across the sea? Tucked away 
in their pocket of paradise?”  
 
“Yes,” said the stone monkey. “I tossed my way across the warlike sea, cresting on the backs of 
waves and dropping from cliffs of water.”   
 
He often wondered where the waves came from. Was there any place where the water was 
unbroken?  
 
Like at the center of a circle of ripples—a place where the waves were sourced, radiating 
outwards across the sea… 
 
He wanted to find that place in the water, that temple of stillness and animation. He made his 
pilgrimage across the sizzling blue body. 
 
His raft was buoyed up on the ocean’s sinuous muscles. He traveled on the back of that glittering 
beast. 
  
After months at sea, he finally saw land. The shoulder of earth resolved itself before him, parting a 
dense tangle of water and mist.  
 
Abandoning his raft to the rocks, he scrambled farther inland, into the twining underbrush. The 
bushes were soon subsumed under the tall, straight pines and bamboos. 
 
Echoing within the cathedral of the forest, he heard a song. Following the notes, he found a man, 
knocking his steel axe against the trees. The knocks echoing from tree  
 
to tree. Who would answer the visitor? The forest was a mysterious house. Empty or full, he did 
not know. 
 
“Honored immortal,” began the monkey, “I have come across the world to be your student.” He 
pressed his knees against the matted earth.  
 
“I’m no immortal,” laughed the woodcutter. “In thirty years, I will be unglued by death. I only 
wish to be burned on the wood that I have chopped myself, and raised on its plumes of smoke.”  
 
“But you sang,” insisted the monkey, “of the immortals and their lives. You sang, as if you knew 
them.” 
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“I was taught that song by one, who lives on top of the mountain,” he answered. “He and his 
disciples inhabit the peak with their placid minds.”  
 
“Take me to him,” said the monkey king, “and I won’t forget your kindness. I’ll call you brother, 
as stone calls to stone.” 
 
“No,” refused the woodsman. “Go on by yourself. Can’t you see that I have work to do? Your 
journey is not mine to follow.” 
 
Walking alone, the monkey set off on a trail that led up the tree-covered mountain. He caught 
glimpses of the peak through the fog that gathered there.  
 
A crane wheeled above his head, its white origami body slicing through the clouds. The blue 
moss was springy underneath his feet.  
 
After eight miles, he reached a cave two-stories high. A young man in saffron robes stood outside 
the entrance, as tall and thin and patient as a stele.  
 
“My master told me to let you in,” said the monk, greeting him. “You are one who wants to be 
empty.” 
 
“I want to be an immortal like you,” said the monkey king, following the man into the cave. 
They passed by several rooms carved like niches into the stone.  
 
In each room was a monk, looking inward. Each monk was a pillar of meditation, unmoving and 
unmoved.  
 
Within the last room, Master Subodhi sat on a jade platform, imparting the Way to his disciples. 
His spirit was empty. In its emptiness, it was free.    
 
“Master, take me as your student,” begged the monkey, kneeling at his feet. “Lead me to 
enlightenment.”  
 
“Who are you?” demanded Master Subodhi. “Where are you from? Tell me the truth, before I 
throw you back outside to the webbing.”  
 
“I’ve come from the Mountain of Fruit and Flowers, where I am king,” replied the stone 
monkey. “I’ve traveled a decade across both wild and human landscapes to reach you.”   
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“And your name?” asked the master. “What did your parents call the body that they had 
created?” 
 
“No name,” said the stone monkey. “No mother, no father. Only the rock, the mountain itself to 
cradle me.”  
 
Pleased at this blankness, Master Subodhi said, “I will give you your new name, and call you my 
disciple. Know yourself as Sun Wukong—  
 
one awakened to emptiness.”   	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PART SEVEN In which the monkey learns how to cast off his mortality, and 
returns home. 	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“There, I learned how to transform myself, and how to keep a clean house. My master was kind 
to me.” 
 
“What was your teacher’s name?” asked Lady Song-Zi. “He must be proud of what you have 
become.” 
 
“Proud?” said Sun Wukong. “No. He taught me to sweep floors and kneel for hours on the 
stone. The light that passed through the day barely touched us.” 
 
In that cavernous schoolhouse, he learned to master language under his hand and tongue.   
Scriptures passed through his body like smoke.   
 
Every day, he listened to lectures on the great doctrines. The words pooled out of Master 
Subodhi’s mouth before them, inviting them to dip their bodies, to plunge 
  
into the water, to make their bodies vessels for that which was free inside them. His body became 
porous and many-channeled, open— 
 
—the words burning through him. Listening, Sun Wukong began to shake like fire on the 
twisted cord, the wick. 
 
“What are you doing? Here we are learning to move our minds, not our bodies,” said Master 
Subodhi. “If you can’t pay attention, then get out.” 
 
“I am paying attention,” insisted Sun Wukong. “I understand every word you feed us. They 
ignite me.” 
 
“So, you understand,” said Master Subodhi, “what I have been teaching you. If you are so wise, 
then how long have you been here as my student?”  
 
“I’m not smart enough to count the days,” replied the monkey, “or even the years. But I know 
I’ve eaten new peaches off that tree seven times.”  
 
“Seven years then that you’ve been here,” said the master. “Do you think it is time to advance 
your studies of Daoism?”  
 
“Yes!” shouted the monkey, jumping to his feet. “I’m willing to gnaw on any scraps of 
knowledge you throw me.”  
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Illumination can reach you  
in many ways. Think of the universe, its luminous body—no end  
to the light that scatters and refracts, bouncing from star to star  
to earth, reflecting off the glazed yellow rooftops of the temples  
to the mountain peaks that burn their saffron burn 
onto you.  
 
“I can teach you to read the future—the Pythia on her cracked rock. I’ll show you how to 
crouch over the smoke, and draw out its ghosts.” 
 
“Will it make me an immortal, like you?” asked the monkey. “Will it keep closed the gates of 
Death?” 
 
“You’ll learn to read the strands of your life, like sinew on the bone. You’ll learn to do the 
autopsy,” said Master Subodhi, “and death will still come.”  
 
“Then teach me something else,” said Sun Wukong. “Teach me how to be a god, fixed to this 
world.” 
 
“I can teach you to mine your rock-nature for its stillness. I can teach you to find yourself in that 
peace, while the world shakes itself to pieces around you.” 
 
“Peace is for the dead. I want to feel everything: the scent of spring springing from new growth, 
the grinding of the earth’s plates, the shivering of the stars in the sky. I do not wish to be still.” 
 
“Then I can teach you how to move. I can teach you how to make your body into a cannon of 
energy.”  
 
“Will it let me live forever: a canon of the universe? Will it staplegun me to the sky, next to all 
the other stars?” 
 
“No, these lessons will teach you how to live, and then die, with grace,” said Master Subodhi. 
“But they will not preserve you.” 
 
“Death is not for someone like me: not born, but cracked open into this world. I was made a 
god, springing out full-grown like Athena from the brain.”  
 
“How do you expect to learn anything at all, turning from these many paths? Will you turn away 
from everything, just to live?”  
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But the monkey king refused to back down. “Teach me how to live forever, and nothing else. 
That’s all I need to know.” 
 
“How can I teach a student like this?” demanded the master angrily. “One who wants to master 
death before mastering himself?” 
 
Schooling the monkey with three raps against his head, Master Subodhi folded his arms behind 
his back and left the congregation. The main door closed behind him, shutting them all out. 
 
“See what you’ve done now, you ape,” said the other disciples, “spurning his wisdom as if you 
were already enlightened. Who knows when master will break his silence now?”   
 
Smiling at their contempt, the monkey left the cave to go outside. Beside a dark pool, he watched 
the water skippers skate between sequins of light. 
 
Balancing on a glassy plane of light and water, they skirted the edges of the unknown. Pinching 
one between his fingers, he pushed it down into the water where it trembled as it died. 
 
At evening, Sun Wukong returned to the room he shared with the other disciples, and laid down 
on his bamboo pallet. As the others submerged into their blanket of sleep, he stayed awake, 
counting his breaths in the darkness. 
 
At the third watch, he rose and crept outside. The in-between hours of the night were filled with 
the wing beats of geese in the clouds.  
 
The back door of his master’s house was left ajar. He entered, crossing into the space where 
another slept. 
 
The night cloistered the body that faced the wall. Finally, Master Subodhi opened his eyes and sat 
up. 
 
“What are you doing, polluting the waters of my sleep with your presence? Why are you here?” 
 
“You told me to come,” said Sun Wukong, “in signs hidden from the others. I deciphered your 
manual hieroglyphs: the blows to the head, the folded hands.” 
 
“Few can interpret as you have,” said Master Subodhi, pleased. “I will open up to you the way of 
immortality, 
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which requires your mind to bend and open itself in turn. The mind must be a meaning-maker.” 
 
Bending their heads together, they were two planets pulled into orbit. Knowledge, like atoms, 
passed in the air between them. Outside, the night pulsed with fireflies. 
 
Three years spent learning in secret, visiting his teacher in the night. In the darkness, his body was 
like clay.  
 
He learned to defend himself against disease and disaster. He mastered the seventy-two Earthly 
transformations.    
 
He learned to jump from cloud to cloud, and to free his body. Hermes, untethered: His whole 
being—winged— 
 
The other students soon detected his nocturnal lessons. “Show us what you’ve learned,” they 
demanded, “Give us a performance.” 
  
“I can be anything I want to be,” said the monkey. “I can pull on any skin. What would you like 
to see?” 
 
“Change into the tallest things on this mountain. Change into the pine trees, who twist and strain 
towards heaven.” 
  
Sprouting torso. Skin, peeled back 
into leaves. Flesh to fiber.  
Feel the body slide away  
from you, decompose, and return,  
recomposed.   
 
Amazed at his metamorphosis, the students shrieked their pleasure. The noise drew Master 
Subodhi out of his cave.  
 
“You think this is a zoo?” he demanded. “A place to gorge yourselves on a menagerie of 
groomed amusements?” 
 
“The knowledge that I’ve shared with you is not meant for the stage. It is not one of 
Copperfield’s tricks.”  
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“Please forgive me, master,” pleaded Sun Wukong. “I’m sorry. I really am. I won’t abuse the 
powers you’ve taught me ever again.” 
 
“No,” said Master Subhodi. “You must go, or you will corrupt my other students like a snake 
spitting its poison among the leaves.” 
 
“Please, master,” tried the monkey again, “I haven’t had the chance to repay all the good you’ve 
done me. Let me stay until I can repay you.” 
 
“Just as a stone on the highest peak is bound to fall,” he said, “you are bound to do evil, Sun 
Wukong.”  
 
“They’ll curse me for teaching you what you know. Never tell anyone that I was your teacher. 
That is how you can repay me.” 
 
“I won’t ever say your name,” promised Sun Wukong. “I’ll tell them all that I taught myself.”  
 
Turning away, Master Subodhi disappeared into the cave and shut its stony doors. The mountain 
was unreadable once more.  
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PART EIGHT In which Sun Wukong makes mischief at the Queen Mother’s 
Festival of the peaches and is caught by the hand of Buddha. 	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Finishing his story, Sun Wukong looked up to see only Lady Song-Zi still at the table. All the rest 
had gone away, leaving only the remains of what they had eaten behind. 
 
“And now you have what you’ve always wanted,” said the goddess. “You’ve become one of us—
one of the immortals of heaven, tending the Peach Orchard no less.” 
 
“What do you mean?” he asked. Around them, the trees arched and shuddered, entangled with 
the moonlight.  
 
“Each peach is a doorway, a path of its own. Some will lead you to enlightenment and 
immortality, others grant you access to Heaven.”  
  
“Forbidden, of course, from mortals who only consume dead or dying things. They belong to the 
Queen Mother of Heaven and are hers to give or deny.”  
 
She left him then, wondering about how they would taste, peeled and disrobed. Would they taste 
like the peaches on Earth, or even better? Each one a Platonic ideal of Peach-ness. 
 
He wanted to know. 
 
Winding his way through the garden each day, it was easy to eat one peach or two. The sound of 
them snapping off their branches was sweet and green, breaking up the bland hours… 
 
…passed, indulgently marked like the body of a worm, faceless, indistinguishable from other 
worms. He felt himself being effaced by time.  
 
What he missed surprised him. Not only the mountains and the caves of the earth, the alien 
skeleton of the new lands,  
 
but also the smell of mud collapsing underneath the river, the vines rotting on the trees from the 
rain, the chalky wings of evening moths. Life, as it degraded around him.    
 
In Heaven, everything was perfect, glittering from every facet. Everything was beautiful. It was all 
the same.  
 
One day, the seven Immortal Maidens came in their leafy, diaphanous gowns to harvest the 
peaches from the trees.  
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“How dare you strip the trees of their fruit!” shouted Sun Wukong, jumping from a branch. 
“Thieves, entering the garden.” 
 
Tumbling down like nylon parachutes, the maidens fell to their knees. “Forgive us, Great Sage. 
We were sent by the Queen Mother to pick them for the Grand Festival of Immortal Peaches.” 
 
“Arise, then, tell me more about this grand festival,” he said. “Who is invited, and where is it 
held?” 
 
“All the important gods and devas of Heaven—the shining ones. They will fill the Palace of the 
Jasper Pool with their light like mirrors turned against the sun.” 
 
“And am I on the list?” asked the monkey king. “Was I invited along with the rest, the greatest?” 
 
“We wouldn’t know anything about that. But the list is the same as it was last year, and you 
weren’t here then.”  
 
“Stay here,” he ordered them, “while I go to see what is going on. There’s no reason that I 
shouldn’t be invited.” He pinned their glassy bodies to the ground with a spell. 
 
Cloud-traveling across Heaven, the monkey cleaved through the curly opalescent vapors. Out of 
the misty sheets, the Barefoot Immortal’s face resolved itself earnestly.  
 
“Are you hurrying to the Peach Festival?” asked Sun Wukong. “I’ve been sent by the Queen 
Mother to tell you there’s been a change in plans.”  
 
Diverting the Barefoot Immortal to the Hall of Perfect Light, the monkey pulled on the other’s 
skin, disguising himself. Soon, he found the Palace of the Jasper Pool by sounds and scents that 
were echoing out...     
   
Bear liver. Dragon heart. Phoenix tongue. Meat shivering on the platters as it cooled, still 
steaming.   
 
Attendants began pouring the wine, pouring it out in fragrant streams. Rows of jade bowls 
nestled like blossoms between the plates.  
 
Wanting to eat unchecked by anyone, the monkey sent his magic out across the room in a cloud 
of flies to buzz all the stewards to sleep.  
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Leaping upon the banquet tables, he tore apart the body parts in a sizzle of hands and teeth. When 
he got down to the bone, he cracked them open to suck out the inside jelly.  
 
Around him, they continued to sleep. Their bodies were pooled in the red silk of their 
ceremonial robes.   
 
Turning to the wine, Sun Wukong drank down bowl after bowl. Each bowl was a skyful oasis, an 
underground spring.    
 
When the last bowl toppled over, the monkey stood up to survey the room. The china plates 
gleamed like eggshells on the tables.   
 
“I’d better go,” he said to himself. “Before the Jade Emperor catches me. They’ll be sure to kick 
me out of Heaven for good.” 
 
Stumbling through the fields of Heaven, he found himself before the doors of the Tushita Palace, 
home to Laozi: the wisest of all immortals.  
 
“I’ve always wanted to pay the old man a visit,” said Sun Wukong. “Now that I’m here, I might 
as well go in.”  
 
But the Palace was empty. Wandering room to room, the monkey came across a large iron 
brazier, mammoth standing on its four feet, burning away 
 
and purifying the Divine Pills—a golden elixir that could grant immortality and divinity, and 
make even the immortals new again. Beside the oven were five hollow gourds, bloated as 
pomegranates. 
 
Uncorking each gourd, he shook out the pills and popped them in his mouth like Skittles. Each 
pill fizzed as he swallowed it down, making his body effervescent. 
 
Before he knew it, he had eaten them all. Everything around him became saturated—color 
marrying itself to light.   
 
The brightness raked against his eyes. He wished for the easy darkness of the cave behind the 
waterfall where he had first been called king.  
 
Jumping down from Heaven, the monkey king headed back to the Mountain of Fruit and 
Flowers. He sped through the five layers of the atmosphere, the air fattening as he descended.  
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Diving down after him like a cloud of locusts, came the Heavenly Army. They were teethed with 
steel sabers and spears.  
 
The Jade Emperor had sent his best: the Four Heavenly Kings, fire-wheeling Prince Nezha, the 
Dragon Gods of the Four Rivers, the gods of the sun and the moon, and the Twenty-Eight 
Constellations. 
   
They heaped upon the monkey like the wild boars that run in the foothills of Fujian, slicing and 
hacking at his body.   
 
His skin remained whole, unsplit. Their material blades could no longer hurt him. He slipped 
 
from their traps, the star-threaded net they spread around the island. He fought back, his golden-
banded stick scything—   
 
down the florid, heavenly princes. Each one returned to Heaven, abundant and overgrown with 
shame.       
 
Only Laozi’s steely amulet—the Diamond Cutter—could topple over the monkey king. They 
dragged him back to heaven in their cosmic net.  
 
“He must die,” declared the Jade Emperor. “Such an untethered, wild thing cannot be allowed to 
live.”  
 
“His body,” said Laozi, “has been refined by the peaches and pills he’s consumed. They’ve coated 
all his hairs with divinity.”  
 
“Throw him into the brazier and let the fire burn away his veneer of immortality, and the rest 
will become ash. Make the flame strong enough to melt rock.”  
 
The brazier yawns open: 
leviathan-mouth, enflaming 
your body with its bone-white 
fire. Everything  
burns. 
 
On the forty-ninth day, Laozi uncovered the brazier, releasing the spectral ash. Amidst the soot 
and dust— 
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ricocheting out, Sun Wukong like light from mirror to mirror. Now purified through fire, he 
broke all that he encountered, 
 
breaking Heaven. The gods and devas shut themselves up in their brittle, snow-globe houses.  
 
“Call for Buddha,” commanded the Jade Emperor, sending for the Awakened One. “He that 
contains all.” 
 
Buddha descended  
Spirit Mountain, the way  
the universe moves: 
infinitesimally large. 
 
“Stop the fighting.  
Let there be peace.  
Tell the monkey that I  
would like to speak to him.” 
 
“Who are you, old man,  
to meddle in our battle?” 
demanded the monkey.  
“Who are you to command me?”   
 
“I am Ru-Lai, come from the West 
 to see you. I have heard of all 
 you’ve done in Heaven.  
Tell me, who are you?” 
 
“I am Sun Wukong: Great Sage  
Equalling Heaven,” the monkey said.  
“Fatherless, motherless, my life is my own.  
I am more powerful than any  
on Earth or Heaven.  
I should be the one to rule over all.” 
 
“I propose a wager,” said Buddha,  
spreading open his right, creaseless hand.  
“If you can jump out of my palm, 
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 then the Jade Emperor and I will go  
peacefully to the West,  
and you can rule Heaven.” 
 
“If you promise to acknowledge me 
as the new Emperor of Heaven,”  
said the monkey as he leapt into the middle  
of that expansive palm, “then, I’ll do it.”   
 
Bounding out of his hand, Sun Wukong somersaulted through the air. He tumbled on and on,  
 
stopping only when it became quiet. All the sounds of the world pulled back. It was truly the end 
of the world— 
 
—spread out before him. A desert like one of de Chirico’s dreams, empty but for five tall stony 
pillars, 
 
each its own Babelonian tower. They seemed to mark the graves of Titans or sphinxes, 
monuments to the lives of gods.     
 
“I’d better leave some evidence that I’ve been here,” he said. “Otherwise they’ll try to cheat me 
out of our wager.”  
 
SUN WUKONG WAS HERE, he wrote on the middle pillar. As the ink dried on the rock, 
he pissed against the base of the pillar. 
 
“They won’t be able to deny me now,” said the monkey king, grinning at his work. The pillar 
was his, inscribed with his voice and body.  
 
Somersaulting back from where he had come, the monkey stood once more in the middle of 
Buddha’s palm.  
 
“Call me Emperor now,” he declared,  
“for I’ve won.”  
 
“You haven’t won,” Buddha said,  
“You think you’ve jumped  
across the entire world, and yet  
you’ve not left my hand.” 
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“Don’t play games,”  
said the stone monkey.  
“I can show you where I’ve written my name  
at the end of the world.”  
 
“Is this your mark?” asked Buddha,  
pointing to his finger. “Look  
where you have written your name  
on my hand.”  
 
“That’s impossible,” said the monkey,  
crouching down to take a look.  
“Impossible.”  
 
He made to leap away again, to show them the desert 
 
—that immense dreamscape— 
 
But Buddha, overturning his hand, pushed the monkey down out of Heaven and pinned him to 
the crust of the Earth. His hand became a mountain, with five granite peaks, 
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PART NINE In which the Goddess of Mercy pays a visit to the imprisoned 
monkey and makes an offer. 	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Five hundred winters pass. Mountains rise and fall like waves. They sprout, 
and the green is wiped away again.  
There is one mountain, on the island of Hainan, that does not  
sprout. It does not rise and fall. Its five peaks are red, and glow  
in the evening like fire. At night, it becomes 
a pile of coals to be renewed again by morning.  
Sometimes, the people there seem to hear the rocks  
speak or move, grinding against one another  
as rocks do. 
 
One day out of the sky comes a woman, her body a vase of compassion. She comes to the 
mountain, to a thick crack in the earth.  
 
“Do you know who I am?” she asks, bending her face down. Her face is the polished bone, the 
moon in the water. 
 
“Yes,” says a voice from underneath the rocks. “You are Guanyin, the Merciful One. Have you 
come from Heaven to bargain with me, or to free me?” 
 
“Neither,” she says. “I have come to talk with you. To talk of the centuries that have passed, and 
of what you have seen.” 
 
“I have seen nothing,” he says. “I have seen animals come here to die, and by morning their 
bodies already peeled from the bone. I have seen new 
 
life, too. Eggs breaking open with green cries. The tenderness of tubers deep underground. All 
this, I have not been able to touch, 
or hold, 
or feel.”  
 
The bodhisattva smiles. “Heaven was not meant for you— 
 
“It was. It was mine!”  
 
“No,” she says, “Heaven, with its unchanging faces. Heaven, with its baroque ennui. It was not 
meant for you, Sun Wukong: awakened, and still awakening.”  
 
“I am not here to free you,” she says. “I’ve come here to tell you of a man that the spring will 
bring.  
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A good man. He will pass by here on a long and dangerous pilgrimage. He will need someone to 
protect him. Beside him,  
 
you will live, as you have never lived before. You will be remembered for how you live. Will 
you go with him, on his journey to the West?” 
 
He does not answer, but she can feel him turning over the idea, the way a pebble is turned over 
and oiled by the hand. 
 
“Give your answer to the man himself,” she says, leaving him there. She disappears then, her 




Winter is the changing season.  
Underneath the snow, the earth  
stirs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
